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Abstract

Here we describe the synthesis and testing of miniature sensors for structural health mon-
itoring. The sensors were incorporated into building materials to detect strain relaxation
events within the region of elastic deformation prior to the onset of plastic deformation. Our
sensors consisted of thin composite films of polydimethylsiloxane and graphite nanoparticles
that conduct via tunnelling percolation. Tunnelling-percolation through elastomers with low
Young’s modulus is highly sensitive to deformation and gives a large piezoresistance which
we use to infer the local strain. The response of sensors embedded in calcium aluminate
mortar, Portland cement mortar, and fine sand columns was compared under stress. We
show that the sensors can detect micro-events where strain is redistributed locally from one
direction to another and may thus be used to monitor structural integrity and provide early
warning of material disaggregation.

Keywords: graphite, composite, strain gauge, tunnelling percolation, structural health
monitoring

1. Introduction

The vulnerability of civil infrastructures and buildings to fatigue loading and chemical
attack from the environment is driving the development of smart sensors that monitor struc-
tural health and provide a prior warning of damage which may otherwise lead to structural
failure. Non-destructive evaluation methods [1, 2] are sought to activate the self-healing of
construction materials [3–6] to mitigate against material disaggregation, and assist mainte-
nance and rescue efforts. The strain sensors currently used to monitor built infrastructures
are however large [7, 8] and expensive devices [7–9]. These are difficult to scale down to the
level of the granular texture of concrete and to insert in building materials. Piezoresistive
micro-sensors made of conductive elastomers would have the ability to detect the buildup of
local strain thanks to their high sensitivity preserved down to the microscopic scale. They
would also be well-suited for incorporation in sensing arrays that monitor disaggregation
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uniformly rather than at neuralgic points.

Composite films that are sensitive to local strain [10–25] have recently been developed
for making artificial skins [14–18]. These incorporate conductive nanomaterials that in-
clude graphite particles [10–14], graphite nanosheets [22], graphene flakes [20, 21] or car-
bon nanotubes [15, 19, 24, 25] in a flexible insulating matrix. Addressable arrays with
polydimethylsiloxane(PDMS)-based pixels have already been demonstrated to detect force
fields with either current [18] or potential applications [19, 23] in the development of elec-
tronic skins. Piezoresistive arrays based on graphite-PDMS composite pixels have also been
demonstrated to detect force fields to a degree of sensitivity (50Pa) comparable to the hu-
man touch [10]. The suitability of such composite sensors in the context of structural health
monitoring remains to be assessed. This is the aim of the present work.

Here we synthesize millimetre-size composite sensors and embed them into construc-
tion materials to evaluate their suitability for detecting local strains which are currently
inaccessible to existing strain gauges. Our sensors rely on tunnelling-percolation to obtain
piezoresistance signals from which we extract the locally applied strain. The sensors were em-
bedded in different cementitious materials to evaluate their response under a range of stress
loadings. These materials include calcium aluminate mortar, Portland cement mortar, and
fine sand columns. In each case, the local response of the composite sensor was compared to
that of an external strain gauge as the samples were subjected to uniaxial stress. This work
allowed us to assess the capability of our sensors at resolving local strain in-situ, improving
structural health monitoring, as well as providing early warning of material disaggregation.

2. Principle of the tunnelling percolation strain sensor

The strain gauges used to monitor built infrastructures are large [7, 8] and expensive
devices [7–9] that are difficult to scale down and embed in construction materials. This is
particularly true for strain sensors based on optical interference gratings [26]. Piezoelectric
strain sensors based on lead zirconium titanate ceramics (PZT) [2] include toxic materials
such as lead and zirconium [27–29]. They are also fragile and lose sensitivity following
damage [2]. In contrast, graphite-PDMS composite strain sensors would present several
advantages including low cost, high sensitivity, scalability down to the size of individual
graphite nanoparticles, industrial scalability allowed by their simple manufacturing process,
as well as biocompatibility [10, 13].

The large piezoresistance of graphite-PDMS composites arises from their conduction
mechanism based on tunnelling-percolation combined with the low Young modulus of the
elastomer. Tunnelling-percolation describes hopping transport through a network of graphitic
nanoparticles embedded in an insulating matrix. The hopping mechanism consists of tun-
nelling transmission through PDMS insulator with residual thermoelectric activation. In
conventional percolation models, the vertices are either conducting or insulating. This all or
nothing conductivity gives a clear percolation threshold. In contrast, tunnelling-percolation
networks do not, a priori, have a percolation threshold since the tunnelling probability along
vertices decays exponentially with the inter-particle distance. Because the conductivity of
vertices never vanishes, it was not intuitively clear that network conductivity as a whole
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would vanish at a finite value of the nanoparticle filling fraction. However Grimaldi and Bal-
berg [30] have theoretically shown that a percolation threshold exists and that the network
conductivity behaves similarly as a function of parameters as in conventional percolation.
Taylor-Harrod et al. [11] have further computed the conductivity of a viscoelastic tunnelling-
percolation network which is highly relevant to the graphite-PDMS composite. They have
derived a formula for the piezoresistance of a composite film under biaxial strain. Given the
similar mechanical boundary conditions and similar PDMS parameters (Young’s modulus,
Poisson modulus, viscosity) to the present experiment, the piezoresistance formula [11] ap-
proximates well the response of the present sensors to uniaxial stains smaller than 1%. The
good match of the theoretically predicted and experimentally observed piezoresistance has
been demonstrated by Chauhan et al. [10].

The sensitivity of the composite results from the exponential dependence of the tun-
nelling current on the distance between graphite nanoparticles hence the strain [10]. Under
a compressive step, the average inter-particle distance decreases in the direction of the strain
but increases in the transverse direction (Fig.1a). During the initial elastic response, the
resistance of percolation paths increases giving a spike in the resistance. This is followed
by a viscous relaxation phase where the composite relaxes into a state of lower resistance
as transverse and longitudinal inter-particles separations converge to a lower average value
(Fig.1b). In contrast, when the piezoresistive composite is subjected to hydrostatic pressure
(Fig.1c), the tunnelling bond lengths decrease by the same amount in all three spatial di-
rections. It follows that resistance decreases monotonically (Fig.1d). No resistance spike is
observed as in the case of uniaxial strain.

The piezoresistance formula [11] uses the four following parameters: the chemical affinity
of graphite, the visco-elastic creep time, the incomplete stress relaxation ratio and the volume
filling fraction of graphite nanoparticles in the host material. We used this theory to compute
the calibration curve of piezoresistance in response to incremental strain steps. We then used
this calibration curve to convert the experimentally observed piezoresistance into the locally
applied strain.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Strain sensor

Our graphite-PDMS composite consists of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)
nanoparticles of diameter 450nm (NanoAmor 1246HT) randomly dispersed in an insulating
silicone matrix that is composed of a mixture of a polydimethylsiloxane rubber (Alchemie
RTV 137) and a catalyst (Alchemie 137S). A volume filling fraction of 25% graphite nanopar-
ticles was used in order to maximise strain sensitivity whilst allowing a reliable operation
away from the percolation threshold (24%) [31]. We prepared the composite by first weigh-
ing pristine PDMS rubber and pouring it in a mortar. The appropriate mass of HOPG
nanoparticles was then added to the rubber. Both components were then mixed together
using pestle and mortar until a homogeneous mixture was obtained.

Separately, we fabricated a set of copper electrodes on a printed circuit board (PCB) to
contact our composite film. The copper pads were fabricated through lithography and etch-
ing of the 35µm copper layer covering a single-sided photoresist board (300mm × 200mm ×
0.4mm). Holes of 400µm diameter were drilled in each copper pad to drive through a 350µm
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Figure 1: (a) Changes in sequential tunnelling resulting from the application of a uniaxial compressive
force. Inset : percolation path before the application of the force. (b) When the composite is subjected
to a uniaxial compressive force, the length of tunnelling bonds in the transverse direction instantaneously
increases causing a resistance spike. Visco-elastic relaxation then equalizes inter-particle distances and the
resistance stabilizes to a new lower value. (c) Changes in sequential tunnelling resulting from the application
of a hydrostatic force. Inset : percolation path before the application of the force. (d) When the composite is
subjected to a hydrostatic force, the length of the tunnelling bonds in all directions instantaneously decreases
causing a monotonical decrease in resistance at the visco-elastic rate.

diameter wire and solder the wire onto the pad. The graphite-PDMS composite was then
deposited onto the PCB and moulded into a Hall bar-shaped film of thickness 200µm using
an extrusion mask. Two different designs (Figs.2a,c) were trialed for the composite allowing
four-terminal resistance measurements to be made. The first design contained six contacts
across a straight Hall bar with three pairs of contacts on each side (Figs.2a,b). The current
I14 flows in the composite through contact 1 and out through contact 4. The voltage across
the composite was measured either across contacts 2 and 3 (V23) or across the contacts 6
and 5 (V65). The second design was a L-shaped Hall bar designed to measure simultaneously
both local strain components transverse to the applied stress (Fig.2c). In this design, the
current I15 flows in the composite through contact 1 and out through contact 5. Changes
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in piezoresistance induced by one vector component of the transverse strain was detected
across contacts 2 and 3 (V23) and the other across contacts 3 and 4 (V34). After a curing time
of 48 hours, the composite film was extruded from the mould. For the purpose of reducing
the contact resistances of the sensors and to minimize electrical noise, a thin layer of gold
was deposited on top of both the composite and copper contact pads. Eventually, the PCB
board was diced to form individual sensor elements, 10mm × 10mm each. The composite
is bonded to the semi-rigid PCB which realizes the mechanical boundary conditions of the
visco-elastic model of the piezoresistance. The top surface of the sensor is in contact with
the host material and is free to conform to its granularity and to pick up local strain. Sensors
were connected to the remote electrical measurement apparatus. The contact resistance was
∼ 100Ω.

3.2. Embedding and loading of the sensors in construction materials

Graphite-PDMS composite strain sensors were embedded in calcium aluminate mortar
and Portland cement mortar. The calcium aluminate mortar and Portland cement mortar
had a modulus of elasticity of about 0.3GPa and 1GPa, respectively. Furthermore, for
comparison purposes, we also embedded our sensors in very fine sand columns to study their
response to hydrostatic strain. Very fine sand being fluid, no micro-cracking was expected
to occur during stress cycles. The three test samples were fabricated as follows. About 145g
of calcium aluminate mortar (sample A) was obtained by mixing 24.16g of water, 13.07g
of calcium aluminate cement, 23.67g of CEM I grade cement, 12.75g of pulverized fuel ash,
69.04g of kiln dried sand, 0.49g of plasticiser and 0.74g of accelerator. The Portland cement
mortar (sample B) was obtained by mixing water, Portland cement, sand and <5mm grit
at a 0.65:1:1:2 ratio. Play sand with grain size 0.2mm-0.5mm was used as very fine sand
(sample C).

Samples A were cylindrical blocks 25mm in diameter and 14mm in height with a L-
shaped Hall bar composite sensor (Fig.2c) horizontally embedded mid-height. Samples B
were cylindrical blocks 39mm in diameter and 60mm in height with a six-contacts Hall bar
composite sensor (Figs.2a,b) horizontally embedded mid-height as illustrated in Fig.2d,e.
Samples C were very fine sand columns prepared in a steel tube of internal diameter 69mm
and height 140mm at the centre of which a single L-shaped Hall bar composite sensor (Fig.2c)
was mounted.

Sample labels A1 and A2 correspond to two nominally identical columns of sample type
A. Similar notation is used for samples B and C. The notation V23 (A1) refers to the piezore-
sistance of sample A1 measured across probes 2 and 3 (Fig.2c). Likewise, the notations V34
(A1), V23 (A2), V34 (A2), V23 (C1), V34 (C1), V23 (C2) and V34 (C2) are used to identify the
relevant voltage probes and samples.

3.3. Piezoresistance monitoring and stress-strain measurement

We measured the piezoresistance by injecting a d.c. current ∼ 100µA through the com-
posite Hall bar (Fig.2f). This current provided an optimal signal to noise ratio without
generating significant Joule’s heating. Noise was filtered by a low pass RC filter with a 10Hz
cutoff frequency.
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Figure 2: (a) Linear design of the graphite-PDMS composite sensors. The active central part of the device
consists of a graphite-PDMS Hall bar (black) extending into lateral probes which are contacted with a layer
of gold (dark yellow). These lateral probes sit on copper pads which are also covered with the gold layer (light
yellow). The copper pads are insulated from each other by the bare printed circuit board (green) and are
soldered to electrical wires (grey) connecting the measurement circuit. Voltages V23 and V65 are measured
across the contact pads 2,3 and 6,5 respectively. (b) Graphite-PDMS composite sensor post-fabrication
showing the composite (black) on the bare PCB (yellow). (c) L-shaped design of the graphite-PDMS
composite sensor capturing simultaneously both local strain components perpendicular to the applied stress.
The colour code used is the same as in (a). (d) Schematics of axial compression loading. The red arrows
indicate the applied stress. (e) Photo of the cross section of a Portland cement mortar block (sample B) taken
after test. The irregularities of the side edges result from damage occurring during testing. (f) Schematics
of the measurement circuit where I is the current driven through the sensor after filtering by a low pass RC
filter. This current is controlled by the series resistor Rres = 6.76kΩ. Dimensions are in millimetres.
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We monitored the piezoresistance by recording the voltage induced across probes V23, V34
or V65 using a USB-6211 data acquisition card from National Instruments. The same card
was also used to bias the circuit and measure voltage Vres across the series resistor. The
samples containing the wired sensors were loaded by a Instron 3369 50kN testing frame for
monotonic axial compression loading. Applied load/displacement data were recorded with
Instron Bluehill 3 control and data acquisition software. The monotonic axial compression
loading experiments were carried out at a loading rate of 0.05mm/min and load/displacement
data were recorded at a 1Hz sampling frequency.

The four-terminal resistance recorded across probes Vij was calculated asRij = RresVij/Vres
where Rres = 6.76kΩ. The piezoresistance (Rij −R0)/R0 was then computed as the change
in resistance relative to the resistance of the unstrained device, R0. In rigid materials, stress
was communicated axially to the sensor, whereas in sand it was isotropically distributed
(Fig.3).

Figure 3: Schematics of the forces (red arrows) being transmitted from the universal testing machine to the
column and its embedded sensor. (a) Mortar columns consisting of either calcium aluminate or Portland
cement. In this case, micro-cracking and cracking may occur. (b) Very fine sand column. In this case,
neither cracking nor micro-cracking is expected to occur.

3.4. Extraction of strain from the piezoresistance

In order to convert piezoresistance readings into local strain εloc, we first computed the
calibration curve of the piezoresistive film from the tunnelling-percolation piezoresistance
formula published by Taylor-Harrod et al. [11]. The strain magnitudes remained in the range
0 - 1.0% where it is known that the theory is in good agreement with the piezoresistance
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of composite thin films of same filling fraction [10]. Because the applied strains remain
small, the model developed for bent substrates remains valid for the present devices under
uniaxial compression. The theoretical calibration curve computed from the model is shown
in Fig.4b. We compare this curve to the experimental piezoresistance of a composite sensor
embedded in Portland cement mortar as a function of the strain measured by an external
gauge εavg, (Fig.4a). Because the piezoresistance responds to changes in strain on the scale of
the sensor, the latter strain is the local strain, εloc. We then used the theoretical calibration
curve (Fig.4b) to extract the local strain from the measured piezoresistance of the composite.
This conversion of the piezoresistance into local strain produced the local strain dependence
on the average strain which is plotted in Figs.5 and 6.

Figure 4: Dependence of the piezoresistance of the composite film on uniaxial strain (a) as measured in
Portland cement mortar (sample B) and (b) as theoretically predicted. εavg is the macroscopic strain
measured by the strain gauge of the universal testing machine.
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4. Results

Fig.5 shows the dependence of the local strain on the average strain in the two calcium
aluminate mortar samples (samples A). Under axial compression loading, the local strain εloc
increases broadly linearly with the average strain εavg. The piezoresistive film has a gauge
factor of 8. The linear dependence of εloc on εavg in different calcium aluminate samples
(Fig.5) and across different sensors demonstrates the reproducibility of the sensor responses.
In addition, the sensor pair V23 and V34 mounted at right angles (Fig.2c) detects a fine
structure of kinks in εloc which occur at the same time but vary in opposite direction. These
events are labelled α, β, γ, δ and θ in Fig.5. The opposite change in εloc suggests an abrupt
redistribution of strain from one direction to another at each kink. Similar kinks appear in
the two Portland cement mortar samples (Fig.6).

We show the stress-strain curves of both calcium aluminate and Portland mortar columns
in the insets to Figs.5 and 6. The transition from elastic deformation to plastic deformation
occurs at the point where the stress-strain curve saturates. For example, the stress curve of
Portland mortar starts flattening at ∼ 1% strain indicating the onset of the plastic phase (in-
set to Fig.6). The onset of plastic deformation occurs much later in calcium aluminate (inset
to Fig.5). A comparison with the stress-strain curves suggests that the kinks observed in the
local strain in Figs.5 and 6 take place in the elastic phase prior to irreversible deformation.

The sensor response in cements may be compared to the sensor response in fine sand
columns under the same loading conditions (Fig.7). The piezoresistive responses of all 2 × 2
sensors in L-shaped Hall bars were found to vary completely smoothly under stress. No kink
or kink structure was observed in any trace. Instead of the monotonical increase in piezore-
sistance seen in mortars (Fig.4), we find that the piezoresistance monotonically decreases
according to the response expected from hydrostatic pressure (Fig.1d). The two signals V23
and V34 recorded at a 90 degrees angle nearly superimpose confirming the hydrostatic nature
of stress and the reproducibility of sensor readings (Fig.7).
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Figure 5: Monotonic axial compression loading of two nominally identical columns of calcium aluminate
mortar (samples A1 and A2). The strain εloc was evaluated by the embedded sensor and plotted as a function
of ∆εavg obtained from the strain gauge of the universal testing machine. The strain ∆εavg was corrected
for the offset distance before contact between the column and upper compression plate of the universal
testing machine is established. V23 corresponds to the local strain induced piezoresistance measured between
electrode 2 and 3. Similar notation is used for the local strain signals obtained from measurements between
electrode 3 and 4. Inset: stress-strain curves of samples A1 and A2 measured at the top of the columns by
the universal testing machine.

5. Discussion

The kinks observed in the concurrent recordings of local strain signals in calcium alumi-
nate mortar (Fig.5) and Portland cement mortar (Fig.6) suggest that micro-cracking might
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Figure 6: Monotonic axial compression loading of two nominally identical columns of Portland mortar
(samples B1 and B2). The local strain εloc was measured by the embedded sensor and plotted against the
macroscopic strain εavg obtained from the strain gauge of the universal testing machine. Inset : stress-strain
curves of samples B1 and B2 measured at the top of each block by the universal testing machine.

be occurring during elastic deformation, that is to say before the onset of cracking and ir-
reversible damage. This is validated by the piezoresistive response of our composite sensors
in very fine sand subjected to the same uniaxial loading (Fig.7). The smoothness in the
sand columns is indeed coherent with hydrostatic transmission of strain (Fig.1d) and the
fluid-like nature of this environment, which is not expected to induce micro-cracking and
thus piezoresistance kinks. These findings demonstrate that our sensors detect local strain
discontinuities in calcium aluminate mortar and Portland cement mortar.

Furthermore, the local strain signals in calcium aluminate mortar (Fig.5) all share the
same overall dependence on the average strain and likewise in Portland cement mortar
(Fig.6). This suggests that the strain sensing of our composite sensors is very consistent.
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Figure 7: Piezoresistance measured across the L-shaped sensors embedded in the two sand columns (samples
C1 and C2). εavg corresponds to the macroscopic strain obtained from the strain gauge of the universal
testing machine. V23 and V34 are the probes used to measure ∆R/R0.

The piezoresistive responses (Fig.7) observed at an angle of 90 degrees (L-shaped Hall bar) in
very fine sand nearly superimposing for each sensor further confirms the great consistency in
the strain sensing of our composite sensors. This consistency is also validated by the piezore-
sistive responses of both sensors in very fine sand (Fig.7) sharing the same overall completely
smooth monotonic decrease. This completely smooth monotonic decrease is consistent with
the hydrostatic hypothesis (Fig.1d) for our sand columns.

In addition, the opposite kinks in the local strain signals in calcium aluminate mortar
(Fig.5) observed at an angle of 90 degrees (L-shaped Hall bar) suggests that the strain might
have been relaxed in the material through redistribution from one axis to another via the
formation of micro-cracks. This is validated by the identical local strain signals in very
fine sand (Fig.7) observed at an angle of 90 degrees (L-shaped Hall bar) where no cracking
is expected to occur. The responses of our sensors in calcium aluminate mortar are thus
consistent with stress buildup relaxing from one transverse direction to another.

Lastly, the local strain increasing faster in Portland cement mortar (Fig.6) than in calcium
aluminate mortar (Fig.5), is consistent with the fact that Portland cement mortar has a
higher Young’s modulus than calcium aluminate mortar. The higher Young’s modulus of
Portland cement mortar over calcium aluminate mortar is indeed reflected in the plastic
phase being reached at a higher value of the applied stress in Portland cement mortar (inset
of Fig.5) than in calcium aluminate mortar (inset of Fig.6).

The composite elastomer may be scaled down to the size of graphitic nanoparticles
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(450nm) without significant modification in the sensor performance. Such devices would
likely be fabricated using imprint lithography rather than moulding. Hall channels nar-
rower than 1µm would however host a reduced number of percolation paths. In this limit,
the piezoresistance is expected to become dependent of the arrangement of nanoparticles,
hence fluctuate from device to device. Alternatively carbon nanotubes could be used as
filler [19, 24, 25] with advantages in reducing fatigue under repeated stress-strain cycles.
HOPG nanoparticles however tend to form bundles and with average lengths of a few tens
of microns are less amenable to scaling piezoresistive devices. We have not used and do not
expect a protective layer to be needed between the sensor and the embedding material. This
is because PDMS is chemically stable with depolymerization starting above 400◦. At room
temperature, degradation is known to occur through hydrolysis in the presence of sunlight.
This is not expected to affect sensors embedded in concrete or other structural materials.

6. Conclusions

Our work has demonstrated novel piezoresistive sensors that may be embedded inside
cementitious materials and are sufficiently small to detect the onset of cracking on the mil-
limeter scale. The sensors rely on the tunnelling-percolation mechanism to detect minute
changes in strain (< 0.1%). They detect displacements of a few tens of microns and have
a gauge factor of 8, whereas polysilicon have a gauge factor of ∼ 100, and sensitivity of ∼
0.1%. The graphite-PDMS rubber, which we have demonstrated here, is a cheap material.
It is ideally suited to making large scale arrays of millions of sensors to be distributed across
cementitious structures to monitor structural health and to perform sonic tomography.
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